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Abstract 
When we test some limiting deformation to fit for the expression 
f(~) dG (と)==!<さ){G(者十)-G(さ)} 
there emerges a巴onstructiveproblem between the functions fi (x) and G1 (x) 
which are taken in this process of deformation.τwo important constructions 
are defined and discussed in this paper. 
1. Introduction 
When there is given a function of a variable of bounded variation 
G (x)， we may define a func"tion of a set G (e) as follows: 
(i) G(e)=G(b寸)-G(α_.) for e=[α， b]; 
(ii) G(e)=G(b_)-G(α+) for e=(α， b); 
(ii) G (e)=G (b十)-G(α+) for e=(α， bl; 
(i v) G (e) =G (b_)-υ(α_.) for e=[α， b); 
where ] and [mean closed;) and (mean open; α+吉 α十oand α一語α-0;and 
basing on these four definitions make a system of additive values G (e) 
corresponding to any Borel sets. This system is no other than the system 
which bases on the following two: 
( i ) G (e)=G (b_)-G (α，) for e=(α， b); 
(ii) G (Pt)=G (t+)-G (t_)， Pt denoting the r:oint x=t; 
because we have then， for e = [α， b]
G (e)=G (b_)-G (α+)+ G (Pα) + G (P，) 
=G (b_)-G (α+)+G(α十)-G(α一)+ G (b+)-G (b_) 
=G (b+)-G (α-) 
and similarly (ii) and (iv) are implied. It is evident that no other system 
can be defined than that of G (e) above shown when we demand: 
G(e)=W(G)+庁(G)，
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W(G) and W(G) being the upper and Iower variations of G (x) over an 
open set e respectiveIy. 
At the points of discontinuity the StieItjes integration thus gets the 
convenient representation by the above modification: 
f(ぉ)dG百f(ぉ:){G (x+)-G (;ι)}. (1， 1)
If we conform to the ruIe (1， 1)and compute any integraI of StieItjes 
type， there may be Ieft no question by itself， but when We try to test 
some constructive interpretation on the formula (1， 1)we come across a 
special problem. 
Let us suppose any pair of curves 'Ya and I"o of which γδpasses through 
the three points {$-o， f(己)}， {$， f($)}， {c:+o， f(ι)} and ra passes through 
the three points {~-o ， G (ξ)}， {~， G ($)}， {~+o， G ($+)} (0) 0)， and define 
tow functions f1 (x， 0)and G1 (X， 0)by the curves 'Ya and r'o respectivlye， 
then we may have a Stieltjes integral : 
4=j:〉帆 0)dG1仇 0)
After positing so， let us define the relations between f1 (x， 1)and 1 (x， 0)
and between G1 (♂， 1) and G1 (x， 0)by 
1 (x， 0)=f1 (XI' 1)， 
and G1 (x， 0)=G1 (XI， 1); 
where XI = ! (x-$) + $ i. e. Xート仇-$)i3 
Then it can be easily seen that 
J1=Ja=lim J;δ (1， 2)
δ~O 
whenever the limit exists. 
If we demand the construction 
lim Ja=f($){G (，と+)-G(己)}， (1， 3)
there will arise the problem to determine the relevant functions 1 and G1 
satisfying (1， 3)， or to determine the relevant curvesγ1 and 1"1 to gi ve the 
functions fl and G1 satisfying (1， 3). Being informed by (1， 2)， we can use 
the formula: 
J1=f($) {G ($+)-G ($_)) 
in place of (1， 3). In this paper we consid己rthe continuous curvesγI and 
F1 as di在'erentiabIeexcept the finite number of points. Let us write f1 (x) 
and G1 (x) in lieu of f1 (x， 1)and G1 (的 1).
( 8 ) 
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2. Linear Construction. 
This construction is defined by 
れ(x)=t {f(c)-f(c_.)} +f(C) and 
G1 (x)=t {G (日-G(~_))十 u (~) in ~-1 <;x=c+t<;e ; 
fl (x)=t{f(乙)-f(c)}+f(c) and 
GI(X)=t{G(~+)-G(~)}+G(~) in ~<;x=~+tく ç+l ; 
and f(抑制-G(さー)}=よ=j:〉(MGI
zj::flM;(ぉ)dx
where G; (x) ==dG1 (x)/dx. In this case， since 
it must be 
J1 = fl[t {f(ç)イ附+f(~)]{内 )-G叫 dt
+ j)t{f(仔c+)一f六N川(仔ωE的)リ}+f六月畑(侍ゆE的)]{刊似附G引印(仔E乙ωト，)一G印附(侍的E釘)け}
= ;七{灯月此Eι-川符ω附州)リ川}{川削{ド刊似川附G引仰J川汚刷(仔的ぎの)一G(官さ )} 
+:{f(E)十郎)}仰+)-G(~)} 
=jw-){的 )-G(乙)}+f(~) {G (~+)-G (~-)} 
+f(~ +) {G (c+) -G (~) }]，
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f(c) {G (~+)--G (乙 )}=f(~-) {G (C)-G (己)}+f(~+){G(乙)-G (f)}. (2， 1)
Therefore， when G (~+) =トG(己)we have 
f(~)=).f(乙) +f'f(~+) ; え+1'，=1.
Especially， itwill be notable that it is sufficient for this case : 
ft)=i間一)+f叫 G(E)=2仰向)+G(f
This means both f and G are regulaγat the point X=c. 
(2， 1) shows the special possibility of ).， 1'， so there arises the question 
foγthe value g伽enbyαηαrbitrary pαir of ).， μ().+μ=1): Does there exist 
αny construction (γ1 ， r1) or not? 
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3. Quasi.linear Construction. 
This construction is defined by 
l+t f1 (x)= :一(ん一α)+α in -1ζtζーα<:0，(t=x-~) ; 
.L-α 
t-1 = ~-~ (k-b)+b in 0<βくt<:l
β-1 
=k 
υl(X) = t(K-A)+K 
in -α<:t<:β; 
in -l<:t<:O ; 
= t(B-K)+K in 0くt<:l; 
k=f(~) ， α =f(ι) ， b=f(~+) ; K=G (~)， A'=G (乙)， B=G(~t). 
In this case， since 
よ=11(ゆdG1=f-ct f ~-旦 (1+い1 (K-A)dt 
円ー1 J-1 tl-α P 
十j;(出μ)吋}(Bー めd叶〉(…t+J> (B-K) dt 
r k-a 1 f1 ，~. f1 J 'TT ". r k-b (-l\f~ 1，2. 1. f1 ~-1 口位三一一(1-α)ー+α(1-α)HK-A)+~一一( ~.L )(β-1)" +b(lー β)~ (Bー 幻ll_α2' -， --'J' -， lβ-1 ¥ 2ノ 1
+ん{(K-A)α+(B-K)β} 
= {~ (K-A)い )+;(Bー め(l-s)+(K-A川 B-K)s}k
+2(K-A)(1ー ωα+;(但B一幻日M一イβ削)





K-A ，{ 三三空>0 we must have ~一一一・一 >0
1ー β B-K μ
G (~)-G (乙)-ー>0G (~+)-G (~)μ 
(3， 1)
(3， 2)
when 仲=トoand G(~+)=ト G (~). On this condition， evidentIy (3， 1)is solved 
for αand β. 
( 10 ) 
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If B=K， we have 
(B-A) (1ー α)ん=(K-A)(1ー α)α ，[1-αキ01
and B-A=K-A， 
so that it must be .1=1 and μ=0. Similarly， when K=A it must be え=0
and μ=1. 
Consequently， we see that thm・eexistsαquαsi-lineαγ construction when 
(3， 2)is sαti司fiedαndAfL=I=O for the givenf(e)=Af(乙)+μf(c+)(え+μ口 1).
When the condition (3， 2)does not hold， i日fwe change the value of G (ぽ的Eり)t旬O 
自批t(但3，2助)for t出h巴given pair of ，1んμ we may find the value 0 < α叫， β 〈く~1 t初O 
S叩u白c凹eaq引uas凶i-l品inearconstruction 0∞nc∞on吋di出t目io叩nt出ha坑t.1仰メμJ，==牛トoand G (仔E一-)=1トG(仔E乙ω十r)
When α一b=l=トowe may find the expressIon 
ん=.1α+μb (.1+μ=1) 
is possible for any given value of k， because it is soIved by 
k-b .1=一一τ，μ=1-，1. 
αー-0
This being so， we wiI find αI the cαses of f (e) are初旬olved仇 theform 
f(c-) =.1 f(c-) +μf(乙)except when f (己)=f(乙). For this exceptive case we 
have， in the quasi-linear construction， 
[{G(c-)-G(乙)}(1-α) + {G (c+)-G (c-) (1ー β')Jf(c-)
=[{G (c-)-G (e-)) (1-α)+{G (c-十)-G(c-) (1-β)Jf(c-)， 
so that we may have a quasi-Iinear construction for any value of f (c-)
when 
But it must be 
{G (e)-G (c-_)} {G (c-)-G (e+)} > 0 
f(c-)=f(乙)=f(乙)
(3" 3) 
if (3， 3)does not hold. 
(Re巴eivedAugust 7， 1950) 
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